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The Previous Rebbe writes: My grandmother, Rebbetzin Rivkah, once developed a lung ailment. The doctor of the city
of Vitebsk wrote her off [as beingSometimes, when the Mitteler Rebbe, and later his son-in-law the Tzemach Tzedek,
would have a private audience with people (yechidus), they would interruptInspiration & Entertainment Inspiration &
Entertainment Contemporary Voices Bookshelf. Chassidic Soul Remedies. Inspirational Insights for Lifes DailyThe
Baal Shem Tov was once in need of financial assistance and approached the home of someone from whom he was
hoping to gain some support.Once, when a wealthy chassid came to the Rebbe [Rashab], the Rebbe mentioned the
Talmudic passage: The world is a turning wheel, and added thatOn one of the occasions that the Previous Rebbe was
being interrogated by the Communist authorities, his examiner brandished a gun with bravado. This littleAn artist, after
suffering a personal tragedy, wrote to the Rebbe about his depression and despair. The Rebbe responded: The genius of
the artist is his ability toSichos In English Holidays Shabbat Chabad-houses Chassidism Subscribe Calendar Links
Sichos In English -> Books -> Other -> Chassidic Soul RemediesIt was on a very rainy day that the Baal Shem Tov was
sitting in yeshivah with his students - deep in prayer and study - when a passing wagon got stuck in deepWhen the
Rebbe Rashab was a child of five years old, he was playing with his older brother Reb Zalman Aharon. Since both of
them were raised in a homeThe Rebbe was once approached by a man who asked him to verify the custom of a man
folding up his tallis soon after Shabbos as a blessing for shalom bayis[8] In the Baal Shem Tovs times, chassidic
teachings provided the remedy for the ailing soul of the Jewish people so too in our times, Chassidus has the powerA
resident of Mezhibuzh had a quarrel with another. Once, while in the Baal Shem Tovs shul, he shouted that he would
tear the other fellow to pieces like a fish.Inspiration & Entertainment Inspiration & Entertainment Contemporary Voices
Bookshelf. Chassidic Soul Remedies. Inspirational Insights for Lifes Daily
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